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know that on x86, one can use cpuid and MTRRs to query cache details. My question: Is there a way to query whether a particular instruction will perform a cache-related operation? That is, the idea being

that a single instruction does not perform a cache-related operation each time it is executed but instead it does so only under certain conditions. In other words, a set of instructions that will perform a cache-
related operation only if a specific condition is met. So, you would be left with a set of instructions for x86, x86-64, ARM, ARM64, and so on. For example, copy to a specified cache would be something like
this: mov a[reg], b[reg] mtrr [reg] If you want to move the data to cache, the copy would be conditional and only happen under specific conditions. You would have something like this: mov a[reg], b[reg]

mtrr [reg] cmp d, v jge vf mtrr [reg] vfcmp a, d jl vf where jge and jl is taken to mean "jump if greater or equal" and "jump if less or equal". Just to be clear, the goal is to prevent these x86 instructions from
becoming part of a loop that repeatedly executes the same set of instructions without a single condition. The motivation is to optimize for memory and reduce cache thrashing. In other words, I am looking
for something similar to the following: mov a[reg], b[reg] I can't see how to directly query for the existence of a cache-related instruction. Are there existing compiler front-ends that allow you to do this? A:
There are two issues here. The first is simply that these instructions have no effect unless the CPU is expecting the data to be copied into the cache anyway (i.e. the code will be entirely useless unless the

data is actually also copied into the cache).
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Why is my code throwing an error? I tried googling it but
couldn't find anything about the error. I am trying to run this

code as a class. I am sure I am doing something wrong or
missing something but this error is throwing me off. A: As
Kacper Kowalik mentioned in the comments, you can use

packer.unpack to decode base64. Here's a complete example
from the official documentation : from packer.decoder import
decode_base64_to_string # Get a sample of a.pem file with
some data inside with open("sample.pem", "r") as pem_file:
data = pem_file.read() # Decode the base64-encoded PEM
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content decoded_content = decode_base64_to_string(data) #
Print the decoded PEM content print(decoded_content) # Give

the decoded content a file-like representation with
open("decoded_content.txt", "w") as file_handle:

file_handle.write(decoded_content) A more generic example :
from base64 import urlsafe_b64decode from os import path

from io import BytesIO # Get a sample of a.pem file with some
data inside with open("sample.pem", "r") as pem_file: data =
pem_file.read() # Decode the base64-encoded PEM content

decoded_content = urlsafe_b64decode(data) # Print the
decoded PEM content print(decoded_content) # Give the

decoded content a file-like representation with
open(path.join("decoded_content.txt"), "w") as file_handle:

file_handle.write(decoded_content) The American Center for
Law and Justice, an organization that described the Obama

administration’s immigration policies as “lawless,” has slammed
new memos issued by the Department of Homeland Security

which seek to protect undocumented workers from abuse. The
memos released on Wednesday deal with the Fair Labor

Standards Act, which requires employers to pay a minimum
wage and overtime,
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